
Measurement Guide



In this document it will be explained how to measure for the  
placement of the roller blinds. The product is always delivered 
in the measurements that are provided and these are system  
measurements – the very outer sides of the assembled blind  
including end caps.

Basic measuring tips
–  Use a steel measuring tape or laser measuring tools
– Measure to the nearest mm

Helpful hints
–  For the most accurate measurements, it’s recommended

to use a steel tape measure
–  Don’t mix up width and height measurements. Always follow the 

width by height format (W × H) and mark them as such
–   The measurements must be delivered in cm, but must be measured 

down to the nearest mm decimal
–   If you’re measuring for more than one window, measure each one 

individually. Never assume that your windows are the same size, 
even if they may look alike

– Check if angles are horizontal / vertical
–  Check that screws can be mounted in either window frame or top 

mounted in window recess. Sometimes window frames are narrow, 
which means that system might be visible from the outside

–  Check if window opens inwards, to ensure that it can be opened 
even if the blinds are mounted

–  If the blind must be installed in a recess, it’s important to check that 
the system can fit in the depth of the window recess

Measurement Guide



1  
Measure the width of your recess at three locations.  
The top, middle and bottom. Record the smallest measurement.

2 
 Use the smallest measurement for the width and the drop when placing 
your order. Deduct 10mm of the width before ordering.

Hint: Check your window recess for any obstructions such as tiles,  
picture rails or handles. If you do have an obstruction, make sure  
you measure off this point. The fabric will be 50mm narrower than  
your recess measurement to allow for the brackets and control  
mechanisms. Consider front rolling as an alternative, as this often  
solves obstruction challenges.

How to measure for IN the recess mounting



1  
Measure the outside of your window recess from one side to the other,  
from the point you want the first bracket mounted to the other.  
Add a minimum of 50mm. to make sure that fabric covers window recess.

2  
Measure the outside of your window recess from the top of the system  
to the bottom of the bottom bar.

Hint: We recommend a minimum of a 50mm overlap past the window recess, 
that’s 25mm on each side. Remember, the fabric will be 50mm narrower  
than your measurement to allow for the brackets and control mechanisms.

How to measure for ON the wall mounting



C1 C2

When using a FASCIA or INTERMEDIATE system, between segments the mea-
suring point is in the middle of the light gap. Indicate your control side correctly 
and/or the end plug option (fixed or adjustable).

Segmented system measuring
Between segments the measuring is in middle of the lightgap.

Note
The intermediate option is only available for Closed cassette  
and Plain brackets.

How to measure intermediate systems




